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Some endings are worse than others. Having already told you how hard I think endings are, I certainly 

won’t be too grumpy if you occasionally write a bad one. I have — more than once. That being said, however, 

there are certain endings we should probably all try to avoid. 

 
1. The “The End” ending. 

 

 The End 
 

This not a real ending, merely the announcement of one. It’s fine for children’s stories where your audience might 

be too young to realize that you’re done, but for mature readers it’s a letdown. 

 
2. The “I hope you liked my story” ending. 

 

 Well, that’s all I have to say. I hope you liked my story! 
 

If I did like the story, this ending would quickly help to change my opinion of it. And if I didn’t like it, I doubt I’ll 

like it any better just because the writer hopes I will. 

 
3. The “Tell ‘em what ya told ‘em” ending. 

 

 In this paper, I have just discussed blah, blah, blah... 
 

I don’t know who started this but I sure wish they’d stop. Somewhere, a long time ago, somebody started telling 

kids that their papers should look like this: (Introduction) “Tell ‘em what you’re gonna tell ‘em.” (Body) “Tell 

‘em.” (Conclusion) “Tell ‘em what ya told ‘em.” Now, by my count that means you have to write everything three 

times and your poor reader has to read everything three times. This seems excessive if not pointless. If you’ve 
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already told me something, and if I’m any kind of a reader at all, I certainly don’t want to hear about it again, let 

alone two more times. 

 
4. The “It was only a dream” ending. 

 

 I was just about to... when I woke up. It was only a dream. 
 

I know it’s tempting to use this ending when you’re writing a really long story that you don’t know how to finish. 

But readers usually hate it when stories end this way. 


